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Technical Review + Approaches Report

Introduction
This report summarizes the findings of a technical review of the existing Saratoga Springs Zoning Ordinance and
Subdivision Regulations performed by Camiros. The purpose of this review is two-fold: first, the review allows for
a more in-depth understanding of the current development regulations and second, it introduces concepts and
approaches that set direction for substantive revisions to be included in the new Unified Development Ordinance
(UDO).
This document also outlines how the UDO will bring together the zoning ordinance and subdivision regulations,
which are currently separate documents. The creation of this new UDO will result in a single document that sets
the regulations for the City as a whole. The following describes each of the components:
•

Zoning regulates what structures and land are used for, where a structure may locate on a lot, and how big
that structure can be. It also regulates other elements of site development, such as accessory structures,
parking, signs, and landscape. Zoning regulations are divided into zoning districts, so that use, bulk, yard and
development regulations are tailored to the character of the particular district.

•

Subdivision regulations provide the rules for dividing land into buildable lots as well as the rules for public
improvements that serve those lots.

•

A Unified Development Ordinance (UDO) combines zoning and subdivision regulations into a single code. The
UDO is the “rule book” for land development and building within Saratoga Springs. The purpose of combining
these ordinances is to assure consistency among development requirements, make it easier to develop land,
and to ensure that the review and approval processes are as complete and efficient as possible.

A good UDO combines rational substantive controls with fair procedures, which, when reasonably applied, assure
a pattern of development and redevelopment that protects the existing character of the City where warranted, and
facilitates change where desired. The regulations must be well organized, easy to use, and have standards and
procedures that are clear and regulate effectively. It must allow for predictable results and fulfillment of objectives
articulated in the adopted Comprehensive Plan.
To ensure that the new UDO makes a positive impact on Saratoga Springs’ built environment, the following
objectives have been established:
•

Implement the policies of the City’s Comprehensive Plan, Complete Streets Plan and Policy, Urban and
Community Forest Master Plan, Greenbelt Trail Plan, and other plans and policies adopted by the City Council.

•

Create a UDO that is intuitive and user-friendly, and transparent, predictable, and consistent in application.

•

Integrate land use and urban design to create objective design controls that are easy to understand and
administer.

•

Allow the majority of development in the City to occur by-right, and reduce the number of special approvals,
nonconformities, and variances.
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•

Create standards that allow investors to respond creatively to market demand while meeting public expectations
for future development.

•

Increase the transparency of development approval through clear processes and approval standards and
predictable timeframes.

This report focuses on regulatory issues and potential revisions identified during our review. This is not intended
to identify every needed change, as some will be minor changes that clean up the ordinances and create a userfriendly document, while others are more detailed revisions that will need to be worked out during the drafting
process. This report highlights key issues and revisions that constitute substantive changes to current regulations,
and offers conceptual approaches to resolving them. Specific regulations will continue to evolve as the UDO is
drafted.

Next Steps…
This report serves as the preliminary drafting direction for Saratoga Springs’ new Unified Development Ordinance.
The intent is to obtain general consensus on the direction of the proposed revisions and clarify any remaining
issues that have not been addressed. This report is intended to be general in nature, as the details of the specific
regulations will be determined in subsequent drafts of the UDO.
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Organization
The UDO should follow a logical system of
compartmentalization.
The UDO should follow a consistent, structured pattern from beginning to end.
A key way to improve the organizational structure of the UDO and, in turn, its
ease of use, would be to employ a system of compartmentalization. This is a
technique whereby items of information are grouped together by regulatory
category and purpose.
Compartmentalization substantially reduces, if not eliminates, the need for a
general regulations article – the current Article 6 (Supplemental Regulations)
– as the regulations within that section are grouped with similar regulations in
their respective articles. Dimensional and design standards would be located
within district regulations. A uses article would contain a use matrix, use
definitions, and standards for principal and temporary uses. The sign article
would contain all sign regulations, and so forth. This system also avoids
lengthy sections, which users can find daunting and frustrating to navigate.
The following is a proposed structure that uses this organizational technique:
Article 1 – Title, Purpose, & Applicability
Article 2 – Zoning Districts & Zoning Map
Article 3 – Residential Neighborhoods
Article 4 – Mixed-Use and Commercial Districts
Article 5 – Industrial Districts
Article 6 – Institutional Districts
Article 7 – Special Purpose and Overlay Districts
Article 8 – Uses
Article 9 – On-Site Development Standards
Article 10 – Off-Street Parking & Loading
Article 11 – Landscape
Article 12 – Signs
Article 13 - Zoning Administrators
Article 14 - Zoning Approvals
Article 15 - Subdivision Approvals
Article 16 - Nonconformities
Article 17 - Subdivision Regulations
Article 18 – Stormwater Management
Article 19 - Public Realm Standards
Article 20 - Nonconformities
Article 21 - Enforcement
Article 22 – General Definitions & Measurement Methodologies
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The UDO would benefit from greater use of illustrations and matrices.
The UDO should illustrate a variety of regulations, which will more effectively communicate information to users.
Numerous additional regulations and terms would benefit from graphics including, but not limited to:
•

Measurement rules, such as building height, setbacks, sign area, sign height, etc.

•

Design standards

•

Lot types and dimensions

•

Parking and landscape regulations

•

Accessory structure regulations, such as fences, detached garages, etc.

Graphics are not limited to the examples cited above. Additional regulations, design concepts, and terms will
require illustration as they are developed during the drafting process.
The UDO would also benefit from the use of matrices. Matrices can summarize a number of UDO requirements,
such as district regulations, use permissions, permitted encroachments, and parking requirements.

Internal consistency in terminology and “voice” should be maintained.
The integrity of land use regulation hinges on the internal consistency of the various details. Consistent terminology
should be used throughout the UDO. As a simple example, early in the revision process the decision should be
made whether to use the term setback or yard when referring to the minimum required dimension. In addition,
because different authors have written different sections of the UDO, it has become an amalgam of different
“voices,” which reflects the background of authors - attorneys, planners, board or commission members, engineers,
etc. An overall rewrite will eliminate this type of inconsistency.

The UDO should clearly explain the rules of measurement.
The rules of measurement for the various dimensional controls are found throughout the UDO. The rules of
measurement for building height, setback location, lot width, rules for unique lot configurations, how to measure
on sloped lots, etc. should be brought together in one section so that their application is clear. The majority of these
standards would be illustrated to make them understandable to the user.

All terms used in the UDO should be defined.
We recommend that all definitions of general terms be located in a single article (the proposed Article 22) and all
use definitions be located within the use article (the proposed Article 8). All existing definitions will be evaluated,
updated for clarity, and checked for any internal conflicts. Any undefined terms will be added. This is especially
important with a revised use structure, where all uses should be defined.
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Use Approach
The modern generic use approach should
be used to address allowed uses within the
districts.
It is proposed to continue the generic use approach currently
in place in the Ordinance, However, this should be further
refined ensuring that each use is properly defined and
certain specific uses with more impacts and/or concerns are
called out. These definitions should include both examples
of that use and may specifically exclude those uses that
definition for “retail goods establishment” would specifically
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state that “adult bookstores” are not considered a “retail
goods establishment.” This means that the use of an “adult
bookstore” must separately and specifically be allowed
within a district in order to locate there; it cannot come under
the umbrella of “retail goods establishment.” It should also
be clearly stated that any use that is listed separately cannot
be considered part of a generic use category. For example,
if the UDO specifically defines “drive-through facilities” as a
principal use, a “drive-through facility” is not allowed unless

SHOE SALES

CLOTHING SALES

RECORD STORE

HARDWARE STORE

specifically allowed within a district; i.e. it is not automatically
allowed as part of a restaurant or bank use.

Uses should be tailored specificall y to the
purpose of the district.
The uses allowed in each district should be evaluated
and updated. Uses must correspond to the purpose, form,
and function of each district. The update will include a full

Under the generic use approach, each of the specific uses on the bottom half of this diagram (shoe

evaluation and resorting of uses allowed in each district.

store, clothing store, record store, hardware store)

One specific issue with the current Ordinance is that the

Establishment” category, as on the top half of the

Transect Districts are comprised of only special uses, no

diagram.

would be included in a simplified “Retail Goods

permitted uses. This is contrary to best practices in two
ways. First, it is legally suspect as there is no by-right use
allowed, which means property owners have no basic
uses they can develop on their property. All uses require an
approval process, and applications can always be denied.
Second, this can work to discourage economic development.
Requiring City approval means no predictability. Rather than
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navigate a process that may result in a denial, those seeking to establish a use would look elsewhere in the City
or outside of the City altogether.

Certain uses should require use standards to regulate impacts.
Related to the above approach, the UDO should incorporate use standards for certain uses that have additional
impacts or are linked to federal or state regulations. Use standards should be based on specific impact mitigation
or design concerns. It should be noted that while many special uses will have related use standards, some will
nonetheless be judged only against the approval standards with no additional standards; this is a typical zoning
approach. Additionally, use standards will be evaluated to ensure that they comply with standards set by other
governmental agencies, such as those for wireless telecommunications infrastructure.

The UDO needs to address emerging uses.
Modern ordinances need to address uses that are either particular to a city or have emerged as critical issues in
today’s planning environment. While the comprehensive update to the use structure will create flexibilities that
allow for desired new uses, certain uses need to be addressed by Saratoga Springs. The following are uses that
have been identified as needed for Saratoga Springs.
M i c r o -Bre w ery, M ic ro-W inery, Mic r o -Distil l ery, Mic r o - Mead ery
Micro-breweries and their companions (micro-wineries, micro-distilleries, micro-meaderies) have become major
economic engines as well as a way to enhance a city’s identity. The new UDO should allow for these. The distinction
of “micro” requires standards that limit the amount of production or production area and the requirement for a
tasting room or restaurant/bar. In addition, New York State has made allowances for a specific type of brewery as
well - a farm brewery. According to the New York State Brewers Association:
“Under the new law, in order to receive a Farm Brewery license in New York State, the beer must be
made primarily from locally grown farm products. The schedule for the license is as follows: Until the end
of 2018, at least 20% of the hops and 20% of all other ingredients must be grown in New York State.”
Farm breweries as well as farm wineries and farm meaderies should also be added to the UDO as a specific use
due to the unique requirements.
M a ri juana D is p en s a rie s
The UDO should address marijuana dispensaries with standards oriented toward preventing a geographic
concentration of such uses. The definition and standards should be clear that such facilities are in compliance with
Article 33 of the New York Public Health Law and are registered by the New York State Department of Health.
Standards should speak to the operation of the facility, such as proper security and a prohibition of on-site use of
the products. Further, the City should consider a spacing requirement, both between dispensaries and from more
sensitive uses such as schools, places of worship, and daycares.
Nei ghb o rh ood Com merc ia l E s t a bl ishmen t ( Co r ner Sto res)
The UDO should accommodate existing historic corner stores by creating a new special use called “neighborhood
commercial establishment.” Saratoga Springs has residential neighborhood areas that traditionally developed
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with limited commercial services integrated into residential areas, typically called “corner stores.” Although these
structures are part of the residential fabric, pursuant to the current UDO, most are considered nonconforming,
prohibiting property owners to reopen previously closed corner stores. In order to allow them to continue, the UDO
can incorporate a use of “neighborhood commercial establishment” that would be allowed within certain districts.
A series of design standards and impact controls would be included as required standards. These can include:
•

A limited list of uses that are allowed in a neighborhood commercial establishment would prohibit more
intensive or potentially problematic uses, such as the retail sales of alcohol.

•

The number of seats within restaurant or café uses can be limited.

•

Delivery services can be prohibited. In addition, the impacts of carry-out service will be evaluated.

•

The reuse of such structures can be limited to roadways of a certain classification, such as primary streets.

Agr i-To u r i sm Us e s
Agriculture areas offer more than just farming. Associated agri-tourism uses are popular destinations for residents
and visitors. Activities can range from event spaces and reception facilities, to farmstands, hay rides, pumpkin
patches, and u-pick operations, to retail and food service. The UDO should address these uses so that they can be
properly managed and impacts on adjacent areas mitigated.
So c i a l Ser v i c e Us e s
A reality of today is that a variety of social service uses need to be addressed. The UDO should consider including
the following uses. The UDO should also distinguish those social service uses operated by non-profits and
government agencies; these may be more broadly defined and allowed.
•

Group Home. A group care facility in a residential dwelling for: 1) care of persons in need of personal services
or assistance essential for activities of daily living; or 2) care of persons in transition or in need of supervision,
including drug and alcohol rehabilitation (excluding medical detoxification).

•

Residential Care Facility. A licensed care facility that provides 24-hour medical and/or non-medical care of
persons in need of personal services, supervision, or assistance essential for sustaining the activities of daily
living, or for the protection of the individual. A residential care facility includes nursing care, assisted living,
hospice care, and continuum of care facilities. Continuum of care facilities may also include independent living
facilities as part of the continuum. Residential care facility does not include a residential drug/alcohol treatment
facility. This includes institutions that are located in one or more buildings on contiguous property with one
administrative body.

•

Children’s Home. An institutional residential facility that provides housing for and care to minors who are
wards of the state, whose parents or guardians are deceased or otherwise unable or unwilling to care for
them. This includes institutions that are located in one or more buildings on contiguous property with one
administrative body.

•

Drug/Alcohol Treatment Facility, Residential. A licensed care facility that provides 24-hour medical and/
or non-medical/therapeutic care of persons seeking rehabilitation from a drug and/or alcohol addiction. Such
facilities include medical detoxification. This includes institutions that are located in one or more buildings on
contiguous property with one administrative body.
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•

Social Service Center. A service establishment that provides assistance for those recovering from chemical
or alcohol dependency; survivors of abuse seeking support; those transitioning from homelessness or prior
incarceration; and those with health and disability concerns. It does not include in-patient, overnight, or living
quarters for recipients of the service or for the staff. Such service does not include medical examinations
or procedures, or medical detoxification, dispensing of drugs or medications, or other treatments normally
conducted in a medical office.

•

Homeless Shelter. A facility that provides temporary shelter to the homeless in general. Homeless shelters
may distinguish populations served by age and/or gender.

•

Domestic Violence Shelter. A facility that provides temporary shelter, protection, and support for those
escaping domestic violence and intimate partner violence, including victims of human trafficking. A domestic
violence shelter also accommodates the minor children of such individuals. The facility may also offer a variety
services to help individuals and their children including counseling and legal guidance. Domestic violence
shelters may distinguish populations served by age and/or gender.

•

Emergency Shelter. A facility for the temporary shelter of persons who are victims of natural or man-made
disasters and weather events such as excessive temperatures (warming or cooling centers).

•

Halfway House. A residential facility for persons who have been institutionalized for criminal conduct and who
require a group setting to facilitate the transition to society.

•

Alternative Correctional Facility. A facility for adults or minors that is required by the courts as an alternative
to incarceration, also referred to as community correctional centers.

•

Food Bank. A non-profit organization that collects and distributes food to hunger relief organizations. Food is
not distributed to those in need from a food bank. Food banks should be in heavy commercial areas as they are
typically operated out of large warehouses where they solicit, store and distribute significant amounts of food.

•

Food Pantry. A non-profit organization that provides food directly to those in need. Food pantries receive, buy,
store, and distribute food. Food pantries may also prepare meals to be served at no cost to those who receive
them. A food pantry may be part of a place of worship, social service center, emergency shelter, homeless
shelter, and women’s shelter.

•

Drug Treatment Clinic. A facility authorized by the State to use drugs in the treatment, maintenance, or
detoxification of persons, such as methadone or suboxone.

•

Needle Exchange Service. A facility providing a social service that allows injecting drug users (IDUs) to obtain
hypodermic needles and associated paraphernalia at little or no cost. A needle exchange service may be part
of a place of worship, social service center, or methadone treatment clinic.

Sh o r t - Term Ren t a l s
Short-term rentals (popularly known as Air BnB and VRBO) should be addressed within the UDO. These types
of uses can be distinguished by category in order to mitigate the impacts on neighborhoods. For example, those
rentals where the owner is present on-site during the guest’s stay may be permitted more broadly than those
rentals without an owner on-site. These categories can then be evaluated for appropriateness in each of the
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residential districts, where some may be allowed as a permitted use, while others require special use approval.
M a k er /C rea t o r S p a c e s
In order to encourage innovation, the UDO should address certain uses that help foster such an environment. Some
uses to consider for inclusion are the following:
•

Live/work spaces, where a structure is used by one or more of the residents who also works there. A live/
work dwelling may also include the combination of a dwelling unit with arts/artisan related activities, such
as painting, photography, sculpture, music and film, principally used by one or more of the residents. Any
area used for commercial space in a live/work dwelling cannot be converted to residential living space if the
commercial component is no longer operating.

•

Industrial design, defined as an establishment where the design, marketing, and/or brand development of
various products are researched and developed typically integrating the fields of art, business, science, and/
or engineering. An industrial design establishment may create prototypes and products, but does not mass
manufacture products from the premises.

•

Craft industrial where artisan-related crafts and industrial processes that are more intensive uses, such as
small-scale metalworking, glassblowing, and furniture making, are allowed.

•

Specialty food service includes businesses that specializes in the sale of certain food products, such
as a delicatessen, bakery, candy maker, meat market, catering business, cheesemonger, coffee roaster, or
fishmonger, and may offer areas for ancillary retail sales or restaurants that serve the products processed onsite. Specialty food service includes preparation, processing, canning, or packaging of food products where all
processing is completely enclosed and there are no outside impacts.

•

Pop-up retail (temporary use) is a commercial business within the retail and service categories of the use
matrix are allowed as part of the temporary pop-up business use, subject to approval of the temporary use
permit. Both permitted and special uses within those categories are allowed by-right. (No special use approval
is required for those uses designated as a special use.)

A wide range of temporary uses should be addressed in the UDO.
The current UDO does not comprehensively address temporary uses. A more thorough approach would be
beneficial. Temporary uses are a key avenue to entrepreneurship, allowing new business owners to start “small”
– through temporary uses like food trucks or pop-up retail spaces. It also fosters a creative environment allowing
artists to sell and display their wares. In addition, some are just practical uses common to a city, such as model
units, storage pods, and construction related uses. A comprehensive set of temporary uses should be included in
the UDO with controls on their function – identifying in which districts they are allowed, timeframes, siting, and
operational plans. The following temporary uses should be included:
•

Temporary outdoor entertainment events

•

Temporary retail sales events

•

Farmer’s markets

•

Mobile food trucks/trailers

•

Construction-related temporary uses such as on-site construction offices
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•

Real estate model units

•

Temporary storage pods

In addition, a temporary use permit should also be created so that uses can be better regulated for impacts and
to ensure that a temporary use is not functioning, in fact, as a permanent use. This would also allow for easier
enforcement. For example, temporary events bring impacts such as traffic, noise, and security issues. With a
temporary use permit, the City can require mitigation measures as part of the permit approval and would be able
to control the duration of the event and enforce violations more effectively and efficiently as the permit lays out the
clear rules for how the event must be conducted. (Any temporary uses controlled by other sections of the City Code
would be cross-referenced in the UDO. This would also include cross-references for special event regulations.)
A temporary use permit is typically approved by a zoning administrator or planning director. However, as
temporary uses are drafted, the City may decide that certain temporary uses (or when such uses reach a certain
size threshold) that they should be approved by the Planning Board in a public process. This will be evaluated as
drafting proceeds.

Accessory uses should be regulated separately from permitted and special uses.
Accessory uses are different in nature from principal uses. It is recommended that they be moved to the proposed
Article 11 (On-Site Development Standards). When located within this section, provisions do not need to be repeated
for each district and the section can comprehensively address both accessory uses, like home occupations, and
accessory structures, such as detached garages. See discussion on these issues in the accessory use and structure
section of this Report.
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Districts
There are currently 31 districts in Saratoga Springs’ Zoning Ordinance. While there is no magic number of districts
needed to effectively regulate the use of land in accordance with a community’s adopted vision for the future, 31
districts appears unwieldy. The high number suggests that perhaps districts have been created over time to solve
very specific problems, or to address issues that may no longer be pressing or relevant to development within the
community. It is likely that a number of these districts may be able to be eliminated, or their purposes consolidated
into a series of simpler solutions.
Through the creation of a Unified Development Ordinance, a new district structure should be created for Saratoga
Springs – one that better acknowledges the unique character of the community, and that works strategically to
implement the policy objectives of the City’s Comprehensive Plan. Revisions to the City’s districts can help to
address a number of issues that the City faces relative to both new development and redevelopment, and can
help to reduce the number of variances and special approvals sought, which can result in a positive economic
development environment as well as efficiencies gained at the staff level.
Throughout the process, district dimensional regulations including lot area, lot width, required setbacks, permitted
building heights, and lot coverage maximums will continuously be evaluated and compared to “as built” conditions
within the City’s neighborhoods. This ongoing process allows for the development of specific recommendations
designed to ensure that the final set of districts included in the Saratoga Springs Unified Development Ordinance
provide flexibility for new development, reinforce existing character where desired, and facilitate change where
needed.

GENERAL NOTES ON BULK AND AREA REGULATIONS
•

It is recommended that the “total side yard” requirement be removed from the bulk and area table, as the
minimum established for each side yard is sufficient to ensure adequate setbacks from adjacent property.
Particularly in combination with building coverage and impervious surface requirements, including a “total side
yard” requirement becomes unnecessary.

•

It may be beneficial to include a regulation specifically addressing the corner side yard condition, to ensure that
setbacks along a block face remain relatively consistent, while allowing flexibility for corner lots to maintain
buildable widths.

•

The “minimum 1st floor area” requirement should be removed. Modern ordinances do not typically include
these types of requirements, as they may unintentionally prohibit smaller structures that residents and the City
may find desirable, particularly in the light of the City’s goals as they relate to housing affordability.

•

Finally, it is recommended that the “minimum distance to accessory building” requirements be removed from
the districts, and instead should be moved to an accessory structures section of the UDO. Further, these
requirements should not be tailored to the districts, but to the structures themselves to ensure adequate
mitigation of any potential impacts.
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RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS
The City’s 11 current residential zoning districts are
intended to accommodate a range of residential
development forms, from low density residential
blended with agricultural uses, to manufactured
home parks, to urban residential densities and a
mixture of housing types. The current residential
districts, overall, do appear to be relatively effective
in acknowledging the character and form of
Saratoga Springs, and reinforcing the physical and
organizational characteristics of the City’s varied
neighborhoods. However, there may be significant
room to consolidate or reorient certain districts to
achieve a greater clarity of purpose, provide more
and better guidance for new development within
their boundaries, and leave less to chance as the
City continues to grow.
For the purposes of this technical review, the City’s
residential districts will be discussed in terms of
both their organization and purpose, as well as the
physical dimensional requirements they contain.
This will allow us to examine the necessity and
utility of each from both a policy perspective, and
a physical perspective, comparing the dimensional
regulations to development forms on the ground.

Rural Residential (RR)
Purpose. The Rural Residential Zoning District is
intended to accommodate low density residential
development and agricultural uses in a manner
that preserves open space and the rural character
at the edges of the community. It has been noted
that though this district is intended to promote
agricultural uses and preserve rural character,
the district does not support complementary
agricultural uses such as agritourism, production
for consumption on-site, farmstand sales, etc.
These types of complementary uses should be
considered for inclusion in the RR district moving
forward.
Physical Characteristics. The district requires a
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large minimum lot size and significant setbacks, which appear to be working as intended within the more rural
areas of Saratoga Springs. Maximum height within the district is 35 feet, which the City should consider increasing
to 40 feet to allow for slightly taller homes and structures within the district. It should be ensured, however, that
agricultural structures (barns, silos) may be permitted to exceed the district maximum if necessary for operations.

Suburban Residential 1 (SR-1) and Suburban Residential 2 (SR-2)
Purpose. The Suburban Residential Zoning Districts are intended to accommodate medium density single-family
residential uses, with a focus on densities being determined by the availability of public infrastructure. However,
given the differences in required lot size between the suburban residential and urban residential districts (below),
it is recommended that the intent of the suburban districts be reworked to reflect a lower density residential
character. With lots requiring a half-acre to an acre, SR-1 and SR-2 represent low density residential development
on the spectrum of districts within the City.
Physical Characteristics. While SR-2 seems to be fairly widely mapped (nearly 300 parcels), SR-1 appears to be
concentrated to one development of approximately 80 parcels, centered on Oak Ridge Boulevard at the eastern
edge of the City. Further, a good portion of these 80 parcels do not seem to meet the required minimum 40,000sf
lot size for the SR-1 District. Given that these districts permit the same uses, and that the SR-2 district contains
provisions that require 20,000sf in the presence of infrastructure (either water or sewer) and 40,000sf where there
is neither available, there may be cause to examine consolidating the suburban residential districts. Additionally, it
is recommended that the maximum height be increased to 40 feet, a slightly higher standard that provides more
flexibility for architecturally significant designs.

Urban Residential 1 (UR-1) and Urban Residential 2 (UR-2)
Purpose. The Urban Residential 1 and 2 Zoning Districts are designed to accommodate “medium density single
family uses where public infrastructure is available.” These two districts are the most broadly mapped residential
districts in the City, totaling over 5,000 residential parcels.
Physical Characteristics. The two single-family urban residential districts appear to be working relatively well
to reflect on-the-ground characteristics of the neighborhoods in which they are mapped. Preliminary analysis,
however, indicates that there may be room for improvement, as conformity to minimum lot areas hovers around
70% for these districts based upon sampling, and required lot width and setbacks may need to be massaged to
accommodate more areas within the City, as conformity to these standards is quite variable for both of these
districts. Moving forward, it may be beneficial to examine the utility of contextual standards for requirements such
as front yard setbacks, where minimums are determined based upon the adjacent lots to either side of the subject
parcel.
Notably, a 60 foot maximum height for single-family residential districts is quite uncommon. It is recommended
that this be reduced to 40 feet, a much more common standard for single-family residential structures.

Urban Residential 3 (UR-3)
Purpose. The Urban Residential 3 Zoning District is intended to accommodate both single family and two-family
residential uses in a moderately dense urban environment.
Physical Characteristics. The district splits lot standards such as minimum lot size and width between the uses:
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single-family requires a minimum of 6,600sf and 60 feet in width, and two-family requires no less than 8,000sf in
area and 80 feet in width. Preliminary analysis indicates that these requirements may not be working to address
the existing development pattern– as only 45% of the lots in our sample met a minimum area of 6,600sf, and only
one quarter met the minimum width requirement of 60 feet. A reduction in these minimum requirements to 6,000sf
and 50 feet in width (for single-family) would result in over 60% and 70% conformance, respectively. As such, it
may be beneficial to consider adjustments to the UR-3 standards for single-family dwellings, in an effort to move
more of these existing UR-3 lots into conformance.
Similarly to the UR-1 and UR-2 height standards, it is recommended that the maximum height for UR-3 be reduced
to reflect a one and two-family residential character.

Urban Residential 4 (UR-4) and Urban Residential 4A (UR-4A)
Purpose. The Urban Residential 4 and 4A Zoning Districts are intended to accommodate a heterogeneous mix of
residential development, accommodating single family, two-family, and multi-family development.
Physical Characteristics. The UR-4A presents the densest development district within the City, requiring 2,000sf
per dwelling unit. However, the district is mapped only to eight parcels within the City, raising questions about
its utility, or the desire of the City to permit this type of dense development by-right. Further, preliminary analysis
indicates some issues with parcels in both the UR-4 and UR-4A districts meeting standards for lot widths, setbacks,
and building coverage. These two districts should be closely evaluated for the potential to consolidate them into
a single “General Urban Residential” district, that would allow all dwelling types at densities desirable to the City,
and with dimensional standards that more closely reflect the development patterns established on the ground.
Again, it is recommended to re-evaluate the maximum height permitted for these districts, as 70 feet is quite
uncommon for single family and two-family structures. Height maximums should be split by use; single family and
two-family structures should be permitted a maximum height of 40 feet in line with the other residential districts.
Multi-family structures can be permitted greater building height than single family and two-family structures,
though 70 feet may still be too great in the context of an urban neighborhood, and additional study is recommended.

Urban Residential 5 (UR-5)
Purpose. The Urban Residential UR-5 Zoning District is intended to accommodate moderately high-density multifamily residential development within the City. This district is mapped in only one very small area of the City,
leading to some question about its utility into the future, particularly as the City’s future land use plan does not
include a category that would permit multi-family development only, leaving the purpose of a pure multi-family
district in question moving forward.
Physical Characteristics. The UR-5 District dimensional standards, from lot size to minimum width, and all
setbacks are identical to those of the UR-4 District. The primary differences between the districts are that UR-5
does not permit single family or two-family development, and allows building height up to 185 feet, which may be
too great considering the context in which it is currently mapped. Given that there are only seven parcels currently
zoned UR-5 within the City, it is recommended that the district be eliminated and consolidated into the UR-4
District.
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Urban Residential 6 (UR-6)
Purpose. The Urban Residential UR-6 Zoning District accommodates manufactured home parks within the City of
Saratoga Springs. Currently referred to as “mobile home parks,” it is recommended that the terminology within the
ordinance be updated to reflect the more modern term “manufactured home,” specifically referring to those units
manufactured after 1976, and which are subject to the HUD Code as opposed to local building codes. The City
may also want to consider a name change, to distinguish this district from the Urban Residential Districts that do
not permit this type of housing.
Physical Characteristics. The UR-6 District is mapped in a very limited manner currently, and any additional
manufactured home park development would require a rezoning to occur. There may be a need to evaluate the
dimensional requirements for these types of developments to ensure that the edges of the overall park site are
given adequate consideration, in addition to the individual unit sites within the park.

Urban Residential 7 (UR-7)
Purpose. The Urban Residential 7 Zoning District is intended to accommodate “affordable units in two-family
residential dwellings” within Saratoga Springs.
Physical Characteristics. This district is mapped in a very limited area of the City, and appears to be focused on
a specific development project. In order to provide maximum flexibility to accommodate affordable development
in an innovative manner, it is recommended that these types of developments may be more appropriately handled
through a planned unit development process in the future. As such, the UR-7 district may no longer be necessary,
and is a candidate for elimination.

Neighborhood Complementary Use Districts (NCU-1, NCU-2, NCU-3)
The Neighborhood Complementary Use Districts are intended to accommodate single family and two-family
development mixed with a limited range of nonresidential uses that are complementary to neighborhood
character, and provide options to residents within walking distance of their homes. Typically, these types of
districts functionally serve either as transitions between established neighborhoods and more intensely developed
commercial areas, or as smaller, neighborhood-oriented commercial destinations.
Currently, we can see that the NCU-1 District is mapped to the Beekman Street Arts District, a unique mix of
residential and nonresidential uses in a low intensity mixed-use environment. This is a great use of this type
of district, as it encourages a mixing of residential uses with neighborhood-scale shopping, dining, and cultural
attractions. The NCU-2 and NCU-3 Districts, however, seem to be less focused in terms of what they are trying to
achieve. These two districts are mapped to a total of seven parcels throughout the City, and appear to accommodate
just a handful of low intensity commercial uses in the context of existing neighborhoods. These types of uses can
be handled in a number of other, simpler ways, such as through adding a new use to certain residential districts
called the “neighborhood nonresidential reuse (see discussion in uses above).” This would allow for the reuse of
existing structures in a very limited range of commercial uses that are complementary to the neighborhood – a list
of uses very similar to those accommodated within the NCU districts.
As such these two districts, The NCU-2 and NCU-3 may no longer be needed, and are recommended for elimination
moving forward.
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Other Residential District Considerations
There is some concern that the existing palette of residential districts does not adequately address the unique
characteristics of the varied neighborhoods within the City of Saratoga Springs. Through the UDO development
effort, these residential districts may be modified to ensure that they reinforce existing neighborhood character,
by acknowledging and better accommodating existing development patterns. Such modifications may take the
form of revisions to dimensional standards such as lot area, width, and setbacks, and may include the creation
of a contextual approach to determining setbacks in certain districts. Such an approach may utilize an averaging
provision, where the required setback for new development would be the average setback of the two adjacent lots,
to ensure consistency with the established block pattern.
Further, as the project continues to move forward, it may become apparent that additional districts need to be
created to accommodate particular neighborhoods that do not fit neatly into any of the existing districts. The overall
goal of revisions to the residential districts must be to accommodate and reinforce those patterns of residential
development that make Saratoga Springs’ neighborhoods the attractive, livable places they are, in as simple a
manner as possible. To that end, the palette of residential districts may expand or contract as we move through
the process and continue to evaluate the effectiveness of the residential districts against on the ground conditions.
Another goal of the residential districts must be to ensure their ability to accommodate a variety of housing types,
including not just single-family through multifamily development, but newer or innovative types of housing such as
house/cottage courts or pocket neighborhood style developments. Ensuring that a broad range of housing forms
are possible within Saratoga Springs is also an avenue toward encouraging both infill development and more
affordable housing development.
Finally, another critical consideration in examining the residential districts within the Saratoga Springs ordinance
is ensuring that new development, redevelopment, and infill development are all able to comply with stormwater
management standards, and that requirements such as building coverage and impervious surface maximums are
reasonable and achievable, so as not to create any runoff issues that may impact neighboring homes or buildings
as new structures are built.

COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS
Office/Medical Business Districts (OMB-1, OMB-2)
The City’s current OMB Zoning Districts purport to accommodate business, medical and professional office uses,
as well as hospitals and nursing/convalescent homes (OMB-2 only). Their application within the City is currently
quite limited, however.
The entirety of the OMB-1 Zoning District is located along a small section of Ballston Avenue, which is currently
either undeveloped or in residential use. Further, this location is designated as “Specialty Mixed-Use Gateway” on
the City’s adopted future land use map; as such it is anticipated that these areas may be moved out of the OMB-1
District and into a district that may facilitate development more in line with the City’s future land use vision
It is recommended that the OMB-1 and OMB-2 Districts be consolidated into a single new Office/Medical Business
District (OMB) oriented toward accommodating a variety of development forms and uses in line with the City’s
future land use vision for the “Institutional” category.
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Water Related Business (WRB)
The City’s Water Related Business District provides
for a series of uses that are dependent upon their
location adjacent to a body of water, and which
support recreational usage of Saratoga Lake. The
district permits unique uses such as marinas and
docks, as well as convenience sales and other
outdoor recreation facilities. It is recommended
that this district remain, as it serves a unique and
valuable function within the City.

Tourist Related Business (TRB) and
Highway/General Business (HGB)
Preliminary analysis suggests that the TRB District
may be in need of some additional analysis and
refinement to determine its continued utility for the
City. Currently, the district is somewhat sparsely
mapped, and includes a variety of hotel uses,
restaurants, and office/commercial development.
The City should consider if there is a continued
need for such a district, or if the uses contained
therein are adequately addressed within other
districts that may have more utility moving forward.
Similarly, the HGB District is sparsely mapped,
containing strip retail, some auto-oriented service
uses, and a motel.
The character exhibited both within the HGB and
TRB Districts seems quite similar. Though there
is a more robust set of uses permitted in the
HGB District, it seems that these two districts are
resulting in development of a singular character.
This being the case, it is recommended that they be
consolidated into a single “Gateway Commercial”
district, incorporating strategic design standards to
establish an aesthetically appealing character, and
accommodating a variety of commercial uses along
key corridors into Saratoga Springs as identified
in the City’s Comprehensive Plan. Corridors may
include those areas mapped as “Specialty MixedUse Gateway,” along Ballston Avenue and Route
9, as well as portions of Route 50 leading into
downtown Saratoga Springs.
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TRANSECT DISTRICTS
The City’s Transect Districts should be re-evaluated to ensure that they are serving their intended purposes and
resulting in the type of aesthetically pleasing, modern, urban development that the City desires. These districts
appear to be somewhat of a hybrid of form-based and traditional zoning, and may not actually go far enough
into form-based regulations to be effective. It is recommended that the three transect districts be restructured and
reoriented to provide more guidance in terms of building form, more design specificity, more illustrations, and more
clarity in both their intent and their administration. Further, they should be restructured to ensure that they are
easily understood and navigated; elements dealing with the public right-of-way, for instance, should be moved to
the subdivision regulations section of the new ordinance. Finally, the districts must provide a distinct gradation of
development intensity that adequately addresses the needs of the City, while allowing for appropriate transitions
from the most intensely developed parts of Saratoga Springs to the City’s low intensity established neighborhoods.

Urban Neighborhood (T-4), Neighborhood Center (T-5), and Urban Core (T-6)
De si gn + D imen s iona l S t a nd a rds
Firstly, the Transect Districts contain language encouraging certain urban form, streetscape, and parking
considerations, but not requiring them. The districts must be evaluated and reoriented to ensure that the design
guidance they provide is phrased in terms of requirements, or “musts” rather than “shoulds;” there must be a shift
away from subjective design regulations to a more objective, form-based approach. The architectural design and
urban form standards, in particular should be evaluated and focused to ensure that the requirements are concise,
achievable, and easily enforceable.
Additional guidance may be needed to avoid some common issues with new development in the transect districts,
such as a proliferation of flat-roofed buildings – the result of new development seeking to maximize build-out
potential. Elements such as a “corner tower” can be permitted to encourage architectural diversity, particularly
at key corners, or standards can be adjusted, for instance to allow decorative roofline or architectural features to
exceed the maximum height by 15% for a maximum of 20% of the linear building frontage. Where standards such
as these are to be included, illustrations are necessary to clarify the regulations, as well as to provide illustrative
guidance to the development community as to what the City envisions.
Required setbacks or build-to zones should be evaluated to ensure that they work in the contexts within which
these districts are mapped, and that they do not encourage buildings to locate too close to the street, creating a
canyon-like effect on more narrow streets. Additionally, permitted building heights in the transect districts should
be evaluated to ensure that both the minimums and maximums in place are achieving the desired forms; it may be
beneficial to consider regulating maximum building height as a ratio of street width, and implementing required
building height step-backs to ensure the maintenance of a comfortable pedestrian environment at street level.
It is recommended that the transect districts be reoriented toward a more objective, form-based approach. Such
an approach would be more highly illustrative, and would reorganize the districts to specifically address both
the design of buildings, as well as their dimensional characteristics including building lot, building siting, building
height, and building activation (fenestration, entry locations, etc.).
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INSTITUTIONAL DISTRICTS
The City’s current Institutional Districts, the Educational (INST-ED), Municipal (INST-MP), Parkland Recreation
(INST-PR), and Horse Track Related (INST-HTR) appear to be working successfully to regulate their specific forms
of development. These districts should be evaluated for opportunities to refine specific standards as needed, but
no large-scale changes are anticipated.

INDUSTRIA L DISTRICTS
The current ordinance contains four different types of industrial districts, from warehousing to light-industrial
to general industrial, to materials extraction. These districts are anticipated to remain functionally unchanged,
though there may be an opportunity to consider consolidation of the WD Warehouse District and the IND-L Light
Industrial District, as the extents to which they are both currently utilized, and the uses that each permits are
somewhat similar. IND-G General Industrial and IND-X are necessary for the continued successful operation of
both general manufacturing activity and materials extraction within the City and as such are recommended to
remain unchanged.

OVERLAY D ISTRICTS
Gateway Design Districts 1 and 2
The Gateway Design Overlay Districts are geographically targeted districts that seek to reinforce a particular
development character, whether it be a rural “country” character along Routes 50 and 9, or a suitably urban
character along Marion Avenue. Both overlay districts contain language that needs to be evaluated and refined,
again moving from more subjective “should,” terminology to more objective “must,” standards. Further, the districts
can be greatly simplified by creating more clear, concise language and moving standards into easy-to-use tables
where applicable.
Additionally, it is uncommon to reference a website within the regulatory text (www.saratoga-springs.org) as any
website may be inaccessible for a variety of reasons, or the URL may unexpectedly need to change, resulting in a
need to amend the language within the ordinance. It is much more common to include the actual map within the
document, or to reference that it can be accessed physically at the office of the City Clerk.

Corridor Lodging District
The Corridor Lodging District is intended to accommodate “special types of lodging facilities” within the City,
subject to special use and site plan approval. As the applicability of this district appears to be quite limited, and the
focus is quite specifically on lodging facilities, there may be an opportunity to distill the intent of this district into a
series of use standards that can be included within the Unified Development Ordinance.

Watercourse Protection District
The Watercourse Protection district protects the City’s sensitive water resources and enhances recreational and
visual amenities within the City. It is applicable to all water and land within 50 linear feet of the center line of all
streams with a mean high water channel top width between 10 and 50 feet. No major changes are proposed
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to this district, however the City may wish to explore expanding specific protections in the Unified Development
Ordinance, in concert with efforts to identify and map critical resources throughout the community, including
wellheads and impaired watercourses.

Natural Resource Protection District
The City may wish to pursue the creation of a Natural Resource Protection District, which would focus on the
protection of significant resources such as mature forested areas or identified critical habitat within the City. The
District could require that these areas be maintained in a predominantly undeveloped state, though very limited
development may be allowed for passive recreation and educational purposes, but must be compatible with
and cause little impact to these areas. Areas of steep slopes in Saratoga Springs should also be addressed and
protected within the new Ordinance, either as a component of the Natural Resources Protection District, or within
a separate district.

Floodplain District
Given the current effort being undertaken to remap the State’s critical floodplain areas, it is recommended that
the ordinance should make reference to the FEMA floodplain maps “as updated,” to ensure that as these maps
are revised in the future, the Unified Development Ordinance will continue to reference them without a need to
amend the ordinance each time the maps are updated. Consideration should also be given to ensuring that any
regulations included within the ordinance align with or reference Chapter 120 of the City Code, addressing flood
damage protection.

INCENTIVE DISTRICTS
The City has created a series of “incentive districts” which seek to alter the underlying zoning requirements such
as population density, area, height, open space, etc. in exchange for the provision of approved public benefits. This
is a somewhat uncommon method of implementing an incentive structure, and it is recommended that the basic
content of these incentive districts be converted to base standards where possible, which may be included within
the district area and bulk table, or within the site development standards chapter of the Unified Development
Ordinance.
Moving forward, alternative approaches to incentives should be considered for a range of public benefits,
with particular emphasis placed on encouraging the development of affordable housing within the City. Such
approaches may include revisions to or restructuring of existing bonus provisions, or the creation of entirely new
incentive apparatuses such as payments in lieu for public amenities. Payments in lieu may be applicable to a
number of potential public benefits, such as provision of sidewalks in more rural areas of the City, provision of
public open space, public art installations, or the creation of affordable housing units.

ADDITIONAL DISTRICT STANDARDS AND APPROACHES
Include required open space standards for larger development that ensure high
quality design.
As part of the design standards for larger multi-family, mixed-use, and nonresidential development, there should
be a requirement for open space, which would include public gathering spaces. Such a requirement would
establish reasonable thresholds for applicability, based on square footage or number of dwelling units, so that
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smaller developments unable to accommodate the space on site are not penalized. For example, multi-family
developments of ten or more units, or a nonresidential development of 20,000sf or more are common thresholds
(mixed-use thresholds include a combination of dwelling units and square footage based upon what is set for
single use developments).
This requirement must relate to the context of the development and the larger district. Open space should be
defined within the parameters of public, common, and private open space types with allowances for the amount of
each within a development type and/or district. This would allow the City a mechanism to encourage the creation
of more public gathering spaces that are desirable and functional.

The UDO should implement the goals of the 2014 Saratoga Greenbelt Trail Plan.
There are a number of provisions that should be integrated into the district standards to support the 2014 Saratoga
Greenbelt Trail Plan. These include:
•

Allowing the open space requirement to work in concert with the goals of the 2014 Saratoga Greenbelt Trail
Plan. Where development is adjacent to the trail, the open space requirement should qualify for the open space
land area required.

•

New development along the trail should be subject to design standards ensuring that façades facing the trail
are articulated (though to a lesser degree than that required along a street frontage). This would prevent blank
facades and/or back of house operations from fronting on the trail. If parking is located to the rear, additional
screening standards would also be needed.

•

A bonus can be integrated, whether height, density, or something similar, for providing land dedicated to the
trail.

The architectural review districts include a legal description of their boundaries.
Legal descriptions are difficult for users to understand. In order to simplify their applicability, they should be
changed to overlay districts and mapped on the Zoning Map.

Adaptive re use should be encouraged through flexible standards.
The UDO should include provisions that create flexibilities for adaptive reuse. These would be focused on the
adaptive reuse of existing non-residential buildings, such as schools, churches, and cultural facilities. The conversion
of these structures into compatible uses, such as multi-family/mixed-use developments or a series of commercial/
office spaces, should be considered. While not a specific category of use or a district, adaptive reuse is encouraged
by incorporating exemptions from design standards or parking requirements, for example, that could hinder the
reuse of the building by creating an onerous set of special approvals. Additional standards can be added that
specifically deal with the impacts felt from the reuse if it is of a higher intensity than the surrounding area. The
intent is to encourage the retention and renovation of sound existing structures, and ensure that any uses that
located within them remain compatible with adjacent neighborhoods while maintaining its character and viability.
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On-Site Development Standards
ACCESSORY STRUCTURES
All development standards of general applicability should be summarized in one
section.
There are a number of site development standards that apply to development throughout the City. In order to make
it easier for those improving their lots to understand what is required of them, these should be brought together in
one section of the UDO. These standards typically include:
•

Maximum number of principal structures and uses on a lot

•

Corner visibility

•

Special exceptions to district regulations

•

Environmental performance standards

The UDO should be updated to include on-site exterior lighting controls.
A full range of exterior lighting standards should be included in the UDO to minimize light pollution. Tailored
lighting standards are typically required for certain districts, such as higher intensity for commercial districts versus
lower intensity for residential districts, and for certain uses, such as gas stations, where lighting is both a safety
and aesthetic issue. The standards should be crafted to minimize light pollution and light trespass on adjacent
properties. Additionally, modern exterior lighting standards often address the design of fixtures themselves,
specifying requirements for shielded or fully cut-off fixtures to minimize light pollution, and can include temperature
maximums for LED fixtures to minimize glare and align with International Dark Sky Association recommendations.
The standards would be drafted so that they can be easily administered, and would not require technical expertise
beyond the capacity of the City. Special circumstances, such as lighting for recreational fields where taller pole
heights and sensitivities to surrounding uses are needed, would also be specifically addressed.

Permitted accessory structures and uses should be clearly defined and regu lations
should reflect property owner’s needs.
A full range of common accessory structures and uses should be included to address the specific impacts of each.
The revision should include specific regulations and definitions for each type of use and structure, including the
maximum size and height, permitted locations on a lot, any required impact controls such as screening.
Common accessory structures and uses that are regulated include the following:
•

ADU (accessory dwelling units)

•

Arbor

•

Compost barrel

•

Amateur (ham) radio equipment

•

Carport

•

Deck

•

Apiaries

•

Chicken coop/chicken run

•

Fences

•

Aquaponic

•

Coldframe structure

•

Garage (Detached)
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•

Gazebo

•

Permanent fire pit

•

Greenhouse/hoophouse

•

Personal recreational game court

•

Home occupation

•

Poolhouse

•

Mechanical equipment (HVAC, •
electrical generators, etc.)
•
Outdoor sales and display
(commercial)
•

Rain barrel

•
•

Outdoor storage (commercial)

•

•

Patio

•

•

Pergola

•

Refuse (dumpsters) and recycling •
containers
•
Satellite dish antenna
•
Shed
•
Solar energy panel (private)
•

Stables and livestock enclosures
(these standards would be
distinguished between the rural
districts and more urban/denser
areas)
Swimming pool
Trellis
Vehicle charging station
Water features
Wind turbine (private)

The above list contains a number of accessory structures and uses that promote sustainable development. These
include accessory structures for solar and wind power, as well as permissions for keeping of bees, chickens,
and horses and livestock. During the drafting process, we will continue to refine and add to these sustainable
technologies in this section and throughout the UDO.

Some specific issues we will address within the accessory structure and use section
include:
M a x i mu m Ac c e s s ory S tru c tu re He igh t and Size
The current Ordinance does not have maximum height for accessory structures, which will need to be drafted.
Typical standards specify that accessory structures must be secondary in scale to the principal structure on the
lot, and impose a maximum height such as 18 feet for such structures. In addition, there should be controls on
the size of detached accessory structures. While the size will be controlled to certain extent by the maximum lot
coverage regulation, an additional control, such as limiting the size of an individual detached accessory structure
to no more than 60% of the principal building footprint, will ensure that accessory structures don’t overwhelm the
lot. Agricultural structures, such as barns or silos necessary for the normal functioning of a farmstead would be
exempt from such maximum height and size standards.
Ho me O c c u p a t ion
Standards for home occupations should be focused on ensuring that even with a business operating within a
residence, a residential character is maintained. They also need to be flexible to accommodate the range of home
occupations that exist now as well as those that may emerge in the future. These standards should include:
•

Permissions to operate within a principal building. No outside operations or operations within an accessory
structure should be allowed.

•

However, a personal home office (no client visits) should be permitted within an accessory structure. These
have been recently allowed within the City through the variance process. The conditions issued as part of the
variance would be incorporated as standards within the Ordinance.

•

Retain permissions for one additional employee from outside the home.

•

No client visits are permitted.
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•

Continue prohibition on outside displays or storage, and keep permission for only one sign that is small in scale.

•

Cannot generate excessive vehicular or pedestrian traffic.

•

Use or storage of commercial vehicles including tractor trailers, semi trucks, or heavy equipment, such as
construction equipment used in a commercial business, is prohibited. In addition, there should be a clear
prohibition on dispatch services as well as the storage of trucks used as part of the business.

•

Deliveries only by mail or typical parcel delivery service.

•

Rather than list the types of permitted home occupations, which is inflexible, select uses should be prohibited
as home occupations: kennels; animal rescue (keeping of animals other than personal pets); vehicle and
machinery repair and service’ rental services, where any materials for rent are stored on-site and customers
visit the residence to pick-up and return the product; firearm sales and/or transfers; contractor or similar
business dispatch service that stages any vehicles on-site.

E lec t r i c Veh ic l e ( E V) Cha rg ing S t a tio n
The UDO should allow for public and private electric vehicle charging stations. These should be permitted within
parking lots and structures, potentially allowing for a required parking reduction, gas stations, and similar uses.
For any public charging stations, even if restricted (for customers of a business or residents), the charging stations
should be required to be level 2 charging stations or fast charging stations (level 3, DCFC). The City may also
want to consider making charging stations a requirement for new commercial developments over a certain size
and parking lots or structures over a number of spaces. Where required, the percentage of EV charging stations
provided should include the same percentage of accessible parking spaces as required for parking spaces overall.
So la r E nergy
The current ordinance has solar access standards which limits the heights of structures and trees (or other flora)
to avoid casting a shadow. This has caused difficulties in administration and enforcement and there is potential
for this to negatively impact the tree canopy and natural landscape. It is recommended to eliminate this provision
and include a set of standards for where and how solar panels may be installed (roof-mounted, building-mounted,
ground-mounted). Further these permissions for solar energy will be aligned with those put forth in the “Model
Solar Energy Local Law” put forth by NYSERDA. (Solar panels within historic districts will remain subject to historic
review.)

Consider allowing accessory dwelling units in residential zoning districts.
The current ordinance does not address accessory dwelling units (ADU), an option that can be used to create
additional housing units while respecting the scale of existing single-family neighborhoods. ADUs can also provide
an opportunity for owners of larger properties to supplement their income, often an important component of their
ability to afford to remain in and maintain the home – a key consideration in allowing residents to age in place.
ADUs, also known as “granny flats,” “carriage houses,” or “coach houses,” create density to help support nearby
local commercial nodes, and often serve to house multiple generations of the same family, potentially improving
the quality of life of seniors, as well as the maintenance of existing housing stock.
The City could allow ADU in larger lot residential districts or for single-family lots over a certain square footage,
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provided that they meet specific standards that manage the impact of ADU on neighboring properties. These
standards could include requiring one of the dwelling units to be occupied by the property owner, limiting them
to one per lot, requiring a minimum lot size to establish an ADU, such as 8,000 square feet, defining a maximum
ADU gross square footage, footprint, and height, and indicating permitted locations on the lot (whether the ADU
may be within a detached accessory structure and/or part of the principal structure). As Saratoga Springs currently
has a number of historic carriage house structures, such an allowance would additionally serve to encourage
their preservation or reuse by bringing them into a lawful status. Additional standards for historic carriage houses
may be needed in order to remove them from nonconforming status. Once the general standards are drafted,
an evaluation of how well the historic ones meet such standards and what exemptions are necessary will be
conducted.

Clear permitted encroachment regulations should be included to address common
architectural features.
Architectural features typically encroach to some degree into required yards and so the UDO should include the
wide variety of architectural features seen in modern development. The benefit of permitting such encroachments
is that it encourages desired architectural elements, such as eaves and cornices that create shadowing on building
facades. Without such allowances, the structure would have to set back further into the lot to accommodate them,
which would decrease the building area and discourage their inclusion. Common architectural features include:
•

Awning and canopy

•

Entryways

•

Sills, belt course, cornices

•

Balcony

•

Escape wells

•

Steps and stoops

•

Bay window

•

Exterior stairwell

•

Sun shades

•

Chimney

•

Ornamental features

•

Window wells

•

Eaves

•

Porch
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Parking
The off-street vehicle parking,
bicycle parking, and loading
standards should be updated.
It is important that parking requirements address
the demand for all types of parking and loading,
and the realities of existing conditions. The updated
parking requirements should address the full range
of off-street parking and loading facility elements.
In order to be comprehensive, this section should
update and/or address the following:
•

Required parking minimums (addressing singleuse and mixed-use developments)

•

Parking lot design (dimensions, surfacing,
curbing, marking, location, etc.)

•

Parking structure design (surfacing, curbing,
marking, etc.)

•

Driveway design, curb cut standards, pick-up/
drop-off and valet regulations

•

Parking flexibilities

•

Location and design of off-street loading

•

Storage of commercial and recreational vehicles

Parking ratios (parking spaces per
use) should be revised to reflect
local demand, including parking
maximums where appropriate.
The parking schedule should be updated to match
the use structure of the districts to minimize
interpretation.

It

is

also

recommended

that

the parking ratios be determined by objective
standards, such as physical space, whether gross
square footage or rated capacity, rather than by
number of employees, seats, etc.
Special

development

types,

such

as

retail

centers, are better served by specialized parking
requirements that calculate the required parking
based on the floor area of the development as a
whole, rather than as a collection of individual
uses. Because uses turnover frequently, parking
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calculations for these developments can move between conformance and nonconformance. A single calculation
based on gross floor area would better allow these developments to manage parking and maintain and attract
new tenants.
Continuation of parking maximums is recommended for certain larger-scale uses, such as large retail centers
and office parks, in order to prevent excess parking and the negative effects of over-paving. Flexibility in allowing
parking in excess of the maximum should be established, rather than by a Planning Board waiver, however such
flexibility should be based upon provision of a public benefit, such as a percentage of spaces provided as public
parking, permeable paving, or additional on-site open space.

Development standards for parking areas should be updated and enhanced.
Parking regulations should consider the design and appearance of parking areas. Some of these are already
addressed but these can further be enhanced to create attractive and safe parking areas, including the following:
•

Standards should be included for parking lots over a certain size to require pedestrian walkways in parking lots
to ensure safe pedestrian circulation through parking lots, as well as connections between parking lots.

•

The City should allow the construction of driveways and parking lots with permeable paving, such as pervious
pavers, “grass-crete,” “gravel-crete,” and other paving materials that allow for water percolation. Residential
driveway standards can include permissions for driveways designed with wheel strips.

•

Design regulations for parking structures should be added. These regulations include design standards for
garage facades facing a street, façade articulation, screening of the ground floor and rooftop parking, and
maintenance of a vehicular clear sight zone at any entry/exit points to prevent conflicts with any other vehicles
and pedestrians. In addition certain districts or development along selected streets should require active uses
to line the ground floor of parking structures.

The City should consider incorporating additional parking flexibilities.
Currently the Ordinance has the following parking flexibilities: 1) shared parking subject to Planning Board
approval; 2) exemption from parking in the Transect-6 District; and 3) the Planning Board may waive parking in
the Commercial, Transect, and UR-4A Residential Districts, and for the Neighborhood Complementary Use. The
City should consider additional flexibilities, many of which should be allowed by-right.
•

Structures existing as of the time the UDO comes into effect that do not have parking on-site (and no lot area
available for such) can be exempted from parking requirements. This encourages reuse of structures as it
eliminates the need for variances.

•

Exemptions in certain districts can be based on the size of a business – for example, exempting the first 2,500
square feet from parking calculations – in order to provide relief for new developments on small lots. This would
require only larger structures to provide parking.

•

The City can consider the creation of a fee-in-lieu for parking, allowing certain developments to provide parking
below minimum requirements in exchange for funds that the City can use to construct parking off-site.

•

Expansion of off-site parking allowances from the current 300 feet from the parcel containing the principal use.
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•

Parking facilities that provide car-share spaces could be given a reduced
parking bonus. At a minimum, car share spaces should count toward
required minimum parking.

•

A by-right shared parking regulation should be included, rather than subject
to Planning Board approval, based on a formula that calculates how
much parking is actually needed by the uses when developed collectively,
based on their intensity of use during the hours of the day. Mixed-use
developments, multi-use office parks, and similar types of development, as
well as property owners that establish cross-access easements, would be
eligible for this type of shared parking.

The UDO should require bicycle parking.
Rather than the one bike space per 15 vehicle spaces required in the Transect
Districts only, bike parking should be required for a broader range of districts
and uses, and should be sensitive to the development realities of the district.
The required number of spaces should specify how many short-term and longterm bicycle spaces are needed, and include design and siting requirements.
When accommodating bike parking spaces on-site proves difficult, the UDO
should allow flexibility by allowing bike racks to be placed in the public rightof-way where space is available. The property owner would need to make
suitable arrangements with the City to allow bike racks in the public right-ofway.

The required amount of current loading standards
should be updated and include comprehensive design
standards.
The number of loading spaces is an important element of new development
and should be required by use type, which should be updated to link to the
new use structure. This would be more specific than the current regulations
that only address nonresidential uses generally, hotels, and industrial uses.
In addition, design standards should address a standard dimensional
requirement, permitted location, such as distance from street intersections,
yards where loading spaces may locate, surfacing requirements, and required
screening.
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The UDO should address recreational vehicle and commercial vehicle storage.
Rec rea t i o na l Veh ic l e s
Recreational vehicles should be limited to outdoor storage that is located within the interior side yard behind the
front building line or in the rear yard. When stored in the interior side or rear yard, the recreational vehicle should be
located a certain distance from any lot line and screened from view from any public right-of-way by a solid fence
or wall. If the recreational vehicle is screened by an existing structure or landscape so that it is not visible from
the public right-of-way, it would meet these requirements. (Temporary storage tents and tarps for recreational
vehicles do not meet these requirements.)
C o m mer c i a l Veh ic l e s
Commercial vehicles parked within a residential district should be prohibited with the exception of standard size
vehicles owned and used for commercial purposes by the occupant of a dwelling or guest. Such vehicles are
allowed and include, but are not limited to, vans, sports utility vehicles (SUVs), standard passenger size livery
vehicles, and pick-up trucks, provided that the vehicle is stored or parked in a permitted parking area. Such vehicles
parked within a residential district must be used for commercial purposes only by the occupant or guest of a
dwelling – dispatching or fleet storage of commercial vehicles should be prohibited within residential districts.
Commercial vehicles for nonresidential should be limited to commercial vehicles that are being operated and stored
in the normal course of business. They should be required to be stored on the lot in areas related to their use as
vehicles, provided that the primary purpose of such vehicles is not the display of signs. All such vehicles must be
in operable condition.
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Landscape
Current landscape requirements should address all aspects of site
development to properly beautify, screen, and buffer.
The contribution of landscape to the visual quality of the built environment cannot be overemphasized.
In addition to its aesthetic benefits, green space provides environmental benefits. The UDO should be
organized around landscape requirements for:
•

Perimeter of Parking Lots. Where a parking lot abuts the street, requirements should effectively
screen cars from the right-of-way. This requirement could be an ornamental fence and shrubs that
can be substituted with a pedestrian-scale wall or natural plantings that meet a three foot screening
requirement.

•

Interior of Parking Lots. There should be specific interior parking lot requirements, including a minimum
number of landscape parking lot islands and a minimum percentage of overall landscape for larger
parking lots. In addition to landscape, the solar shades could also be used as an alternative within the
interior.

•

Site Landscape. Site landscape should be required for all multi-family dwellings of a certain number
of dwelling units, mixed-use developments, and non-residential uses that maintain a setback along
the street of ten or more feet. Requirements would allow for tailoring the plantings to the design of the
façade and site. As part of this requirement, certain districts should be required to plant (or maintain
existing) trees on-site.

•

Buffer Yards. Buffer yard requirements should be required to ensure proper screening between
incompatible adjacent uses. Buffer yards for new construction should be required along interior side and
rear yards where non-residential uses are located within residential districts, and where non-residential
uses abut residential districts. The City may also want to consider requiring buffer yards between lower
intensity single-family districts and multi-family development.

•

The use of stormwater management techniques such as raingardens and bioswales should be
encouraged in required landscape areas, including parking lot landscape. Parking lot island and
landscape requirements should encourage designs to accommodate stormwater infiltration where
appropriate.

Requirements would be tailored to districts and/or uses to avoid onerous requirements or the creation of
nonconformities. Certain areas may need exemptions built into the UDO because of site considerations,
while others may need more landscaping. These landscape provisions would also further clarify the
requirements for no-cut buffers and conservation easements.
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Installation and maintenance standards for landscape should be further
detailed to ensure proper implementation of landscape requirements.
Basic landscape installation and maintenance standards should be included as part of the UDO. The City’s
approved tree list should be supplemented in the UDO with standards related to minimum installation
requirements, and required species diversity. These standards are important because they assure a significant
landscape impact by controlling the type of plantings and the level of maturity required for plant types at the
time of installation. Plantings that are too young can result in an insufficient level of landscape improvements
during the first several years of a project and may not perform the intended screening and beautification
functions until the plants mature, or may result in landscape that does not survive the first growing season.
Landscape standards should incorporate sustainable landscape design techniques such as native landscape
requirements, prohibitions on invasive exotics, species diversity requirements, and drought-tolerant landscape
requirements.

Regulations should require preservation of significant trees.
Generally, a significant tree is any tree that measures 24 inches or more in diameter at four and one-half
feet above the ground. Regulations should prohibit the removal of significant trees without permission of the
City as part of new development and may requirement replacement of trees removed. Some flexibilities are
typically built into such process - there are a series of circumstances where trees can be removed without
penalty or replacement in kind and all preserved trees should count toward any on-site required landscape.
The UDO process will explore options with the City as to how to create a process to catalog on-site trees
during development review. This will include when a tree survey is required which is oftentimes part of site
plan review, and how it should be conducted. The intent is to balance tree preservation with a process that is
not overly burdensome to the property owner/developer.
Finally, the UDO should clearly state that clear-cutting, which is the felling and removal of all trees from a
given tract of forest, is prohibited. A forest is a land region with a high concentration of trees, which is divided
into an overstory (canopy or upper tree layer) and an understory of vegetation, which may be further divided
into a shrub layer, herb layer and, depending on the ecosystem, a moss layer.

A street tree requirement should be referenced in the UDO.
Street tree selection and spacing requirements should reference the City’s Urban Forest Master Plan..
Flexibilities should be built into the requirements to ensure that street trees may be clustered or spaced
differently when appropriate based upon site conditions or constraints, and allow for exemptions from the
planting requirement when there is insufficient space in the right-of-way.
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Signs
The sign regulations should be comprehensively revised to be responsive to the
form of districts and to ensure content neutrality.
Sign permissions need to be evaluated and tailored to the form of each district and regulated by sign type. Sign
area limitations should be brought within reasonable maximums and proportioned to the type of development
anticipated in the district. In all cases, the evaluation of existing sign area and height is critical to the determination
of proposed controls, which will require continued input.
In addition, the recent Supreme Court decision of Reed vs. Gilbert has emphasized that sign regulations must be
content neutral. The update must ensure that new provisions and revisions are in line with this requirement.

A general standards section should address provisions applicable to all signs.
General standards should address installation and construction as follows:
•

Prohibited sign locations. The UDO should clearly state where signs cannot be erected or mounted, including
egress/ingress locations, architectural features, and site triangle areas. This section should also state that signs
cannot be placed on public or private property without permission.

•

Construction standards. These standards should address wind pressure and direct load minimums, permitted
glass and lettering materials, mounting requirements, etc.

•

Maintenance requirements. Maintenance requirements should require repair and/or removal of unsafe or
damaged signs, and upkeep of the sign structure and the area around the sign (litter removal, painting of
rusted areas, etc.).

•

Illumination regulations. Sign illumination regulations should include all aspects of illuminated signs. Sign
illumination standards typically cover permissions for the types of signs that may be internally and/or externally
illuminated, standards for uplighting and downlighting signs, which can be tailored to district and sign type.
These standards are intended to prevent the nuisance effects of glare and light trespass, as well as the aesthetic
character of districts.

Measurement of sign area, sign height, and other dimensional requirements would be addressed in the rules of
measurement (the proposed Article 2).

Prohibited sign types should be clearly listed in the UDO.
Rather than list within the general regulations or within additional regulations, prohibited signs should have their
own section to ensure that all undesired sign types are identified, including:
•

Animated signs

•

Certain attention-getting devices •

Electronic message signs

•

Billboards

•

Flashing signs

Moving signs
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•

Neon signs

•

Feather flag/sail signs

•

Roof signs

•

Audio-enhanced signs

•

Illegally affixed signs

•

Signs that interfere with traffic

•

Painted signs

•

Portable signs

•

Temporary off-premise signs

In some cases, the prohibition may be specific to certain districts.

Exempt signs should be evaluated, particularly in light of content
neutrality requirements.
Certain signs should continue to be exempt from sign permit requirements, as is the case now. A proposed set
of these sign types include (some are already regulated as exempt) is listed below, in line with content neutrality
requirements:
•

Exempt alteration and maintenance activities on existing signs

•

Exempt ancillary signs - Logos and labels located on mechanical equipment, recycling bins, trash containers,
and the like, which are part of the equipment as manufactured and/or installed; gas station pump signs; address
and name of a building or the occupant

•

A-frame signs for retail, personal service, restaurant uses

•

Banners allowed as temporary sign while an establishment is in process installing a permanent sign

•

Multiple-tenant building sign - Multiple tenant buildings, such as townhouse dwellings, multi-family dwellings,
and non-residential developments with multiple tenants, are permitted an additional sign

•

Construction activity sign - On a lot where active construction is taking place, a temporary sign is permitted in
conjunction with such construction

•

Flags - Any nation, state, municipality, or political subdivision, flags officially designated as a national, state, or
local symbol, or flags of fraternal, religious, and civic organizations

•

Government sign - Federal, state, or local governments or taxing bodies may install signs in the public interest

•

Light pole banner (on private property)

•

Memorials - On a site which designates a historic person, event, structure, or site

•

Noncommercial message sign

•

Parking lot and structure signs

•

Real estate activity sign - When a structure or lot is offered for sale, lease, or rent, such lot is permitted an
additional temporary sign

•

Window signs (permanent and temporary)

Even though these signs are exempt from permits, standards would be needed for each type that may include
maximum size and height, required setback, number per lot, permitted display period for temporary signs, sign
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construction materials, and/or those districts or uses allowed to install them. In particular, the display period of
exempt temporary signs needs to be properly regulated so that they do not become de-facto permanent signs and
so that the permitted display period relates more specifically to the type of temporary sign. Rather than blanket
permissions, temporary signs would be distinguished by type and then assigned permitted display periods as
applicable. Display periods for certain types of temporary signs should also be limited to the number of times they
can be erected per year, with a minimum break between displays.

The regulations for permanent signs should be refined to address the full range of
permanent signs, and regulate them based on the form and scale of each district.
Permanent sign regulations should address all aspects of the sign’s character and location - maximum height
and sign area, minimum setback, vertical clearance, maximum projection, etc. In addition, how signs are allocated
to corner buildings and multi-tenant centers must also be evaluated. An important element will be to determine
where the different sign types will be allowed. Currently, the Ordinance generally regulates signs as either being
within a residential district or within a non-residential district, which is not a clear enough distinction based on
the proposed character of the different districts. Refining permissions by specific districts would allow the UDO to
prohibit them in some districts while allowing them within others. In addition, the maximum size of signs – whether
height and/or area – could also be tailored to the different districts.
It is anticipated that the following types of permanent signs would be allowed and regulated as follows:
•

Awnings and Canopies: Projection and vertical clearance maximums, percentage of printing allowed on sign
face, permitted materials.

•

Attention-Getting Devices: Sign area, height, location, number of signs permitted, permitted display period.

•

Freestanding Signs: Height, type (pole vs. monument), sign area, setback, minimum street frontage required,
number of signs permitted.

•

Projecting Signs: Sign area, projection and vertical clearance maximums, number of signs permitted.

•

Marquees: Construction requirements, projection and vertical clearance standards.

•

Menuboard: Height, sign area, setback, number of signs permitted.

•

Wall Signs: Sign area, projection maximum, number of signs permitted. Wall signs should be controlled by a
proportional control, such as one square foot per linear foot of façade. Walls signs should also include a special
provision for building identification signs located at the top of high-rise buildings.

The UDO should establish a provision for classic signs.
The City may desire to incorporate a classic sign designation within the UDO. This type of provision preserves
specific historic and/or unique signs within the City, and protects those signs from nonconformity status. To this end,
the City could establish a designation process for classic signs that would remove these specifically designated
signs from nonconformity status, and allow them to continue and be repaired, maintained, and even moved.
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Ordinance
Administration &
Approvals
The zoning administration sections of the UDO should
be reorganized to make the processes easier for
applicants to foll ow.
Currently, administrative responsibilities and procedures are found in different
articles. In order to make the various applications and their respective processes
and requirements user-friendly, the following reorganization is proposed:
Ord ina nc e Ad min is t r a to r s
This Article would list the powers and duties of all boards and officials involved
in administration. By listing all boards and officials for all applications, the
process is clarified (i.e., the user can easily reference who recommends and
who approves). The following boards and officials will be included:
•

City Council

•

City Planning Board

•

Zoning Board of Appeals

•

Design Review Commission

•

City Clerk

•

Zoning Officer

In addition to those administrators named above, any other departments or
officials that issue zoning approvals would also be listed. The City should also
consider creating the position of Zoning Administrator, who would be charged
with enforcing the UDO as well as issuing administrative approvals. While this
is similar to the roles of the Building Official and the Zoning Officer, this new
position would consolidate the UDO administrative and enforcement powers.
As with other positions, the position would allow for the use of designees for
the Zoning Administrator’s powers.
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Ap p li ca t ion P roc e s s
This Article would contain the rules for processing the various zoning applications. These administrative procedures
will be consistent with New York law and grouped into the following three sections:
•

Filing. Each of the zoning approvals listed below should have a clear “point of entry” for the applicant, where
the application is submitted and undergoes a completeness review (as described below).

•

Notice

•

Roles of Saratoga County Planning Board and Housing Authority and New York State Office of Parks,
Recreation, and Historic Preservation

•

Public Hearing

Zo n i ng Ap p rova l s
All applications and approvals would be found in this Article. We anticipate that the following applications would
be included:
•

Amendments (Text and Map)

•

Special Use

•

Planned Unit Development

•

Zoning Appeals
•

Area Variance

•

Use Variance

•

Zoning Interpretation

•

Site Plan Review

•

Historic Review

•

Architectural Review

•

Watercourse Activity Permit

•

Land Disturbance Activity Permit

Where certain of the above applications are processed or influence the subdivision approval process, crossreferences will be included to inform the applicant of the interaction of the two approval processes.
To the degree possible, the following structure would be used for each application:
•

Purpose

•

Applicability

•

Authority

•

Procedure

•

Approval Standards

•

Appeal
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A completeness review should be included as part of the filing of applications
provision.
It is recommended that a completeness requirement be added in order to avoid the submittal and processing of
incomplete applications. An example of such a requirement is as follows:
The staff of the applicable land use board will determine whether a submitted application is complete.
The staff will notify the applicant as to whether or not the application is complete, and will not process the
application until any deficiencies are remedied. Once staff determines that the application is complete,
the application will be scheduled for consideration.
This would allow interested members of the public to review the complete application prior to the hearing and
would help to eliminate postponements on the basis of incomplete submittals. It should be noted that payment of
fees will continue to be considered part of completeness review.

An optional pre-application review should be included as part of the filing of
applications provision.
It is recommended that applicants be allowed to conduct a pre-application review with zoning staff and any
additional staff deemed appropriate to provide input on an application. This is conducted prior to any formal
application or payment of fees, and all comments are not binding with respect to any official action that may be
taken on the application.

Approval standards and timeframes for the different applications
should be updated.
Each of the applications, in particular amendments, variances, and special uses, should have a set of approval
standards. Current standards for each application should be updated for consistency with New York case law
and clarified. In addition, timeframes for review and hearing of the different applications should be included, as
appropriate, so that applicants can better predict the processing of their applications.

Some flexibility in the variance process can be included by adding an
administrative modification procedure.
The City can reduce the number of cases required to be reviewed by the Zoning Board of Appeals and introduce some
flexibility in the variance application by defining and establishing a procedure for administrative modifications, with
certain applications reviewed and approved by the Zoning Officer. The purpose would be to provide a streamlined
approval procedure for minor modifications of select standards, without requiring a public hearing. Examples of
the types of modifications that could be approved as an administrative modification are the following:
•

A 10% variation of any dimensional standard within the Ordinance, with the exception of exceeding the
maximum height

•

Reduction of required off-street parking spaces by no more than 10% of the required amount

•

A reduction or waiver of bicycle parking requirements

It is important to note that an administrative modification procedure has a number of checks and balances built
into it. First, the Zoning Officer is given the ability to decide that an application – even if it is clearly an administrative
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modification category – is by its nature a standard variation, and therefore must be scheduled before the Zoning
Board of Appeals. Second, if the Zoning Officer denies an administrative modification, then the applicant can
appeal that decision to Zoning Board of Appeals. An additional safety is added whereby if any person objects to
the application in writing prior to the date the decision is rendered, the application will be automatically transferred
to the Zoning Board of Appeals as a standard variation.
Some communities that have instituted the administrative modification have reduced notice requirements to
create a more expedited review and to save the applicant costs in terms of mailed notice. In most communities
that implement this, mailed notice is sent only to adjacent landowners.
Finally, like a standard variance, an administrative modification may be granted only where there is a hardship. As
in variance cases, a personal hardship does not justify a variance, nor does a hardship that has been intentionally
created. The same findings of fact are applicable. The administrative modification is only intended to streamline
the process for minor modifications, lessening the burden on both the Zoning Board of Appeals and the applicant.

The site plan review process should be refined.
In review of the site plan review process, there are revisions that can help to refine the process.
•

Exemptions. Currently single-family and two-family structures are exempt from site plan review, which is a
good practice and it is recommended to maintain. However, the Ordinance exempts any action that does not
increase parking and does not alter building coverage or impermeable surface by 2% or 1,200 square feet,
whichever is less. This exemption should be re-evaluated. Additions or alterations should require site plan review
as they can significantly change a structure and how it fits into the context of the area. Further, if additional
parking exemptions are included as recommended above, the first condition would become irrelevant in some
cases and an addition below that threshold could remain exempt even if it significantly alters the structure.

•

Administrative Site Plan Review. From a review of the provisions, it seems that exemptions were intended
to make the process less onerous. However, in order to accomplish this, an administrative site plan review
conducted by planning staff could be created for projects under a certain threshold so that the process for
smaller projects is streamlined. Examples include additions under a certain percentage of the overall building
square footage, exterior renovations to existing structures, and even residential developments under a certain
number of units and/or lot size.

•

Public Notice. Rather than a public hearing, as is currently required, site plan review before the Planning Board
should include a public notice requirement. The public hearing process has been used so that the neighbors
and the public are aware of the review taking place, but the additional elements of a public hearing (transcripts,
rules of cross-examination) are not needed. This requirement would keep the same notice requirements as well
as continue to allow for public comment.

•

Site Plan Review Application Requirements. The City may want to consider moving the application
requirements from Appendix B into the application itself in order to make revisions to those easier.
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Clarify when public realm requirements apply during site plan review.
Currently, site plan review contains a requirement to provide recreational land (with the option of fee-in-lieu) when
new residential units are part of the development. However, new development also impacts the public realm.
Specifically, the installation of sidewalks with new development and the associated features such as street trees.
When subdivision is part of the process, which would require off-site improvements, site plan review should clearly
state when sidewalk and other public realm improvements are required, including when fee-in-lieu is an option.
Often these requirements take into account, when determining applicability: new construction versus renovation;
zoning district; existing character of the block; lot size (area, depth, width): and other factors.

Consider modernizing the planned unit development (PUD) process.
T h e C i t y sh o ul d c on s id er a n a l t erna te a ppr o a c h to pl a n ned u n it d ev el o pmen t ( P UD).
Currently the Ordinance treats a PUD as a district/floating zone that requires a mix of residential and non-residential
uses. A different approach is to treat the PUD as an approval process, rather than a district. In this approach,
the underlying district standards, including uses, apply unless modified as part of the PUD approval. This allows
for flexibility in the application of zoning requirements based upon detailed review of individual proposals for
significant developments in exchange for additional benefits to the City and the public.
This approach creates predictability. First the new PUD is based upon the underlying district - the approval “lays”
on top of that district. That district remains in place which means if the PUD is never acted upon and expires, that
site has the rights to develop of that underlying district. Further, the PUD approval works off a “base” which makes
the negotiations more clear for the applicant, the administrators, and the public. The prohibition of PUD within the
RR District should be maintained.
With this approach two items should be eliminated or revised:
1. The requirement that it be a mixed-use development should be eliminated. While PUD has been most frequently
used to facilitate such developments, it should be offered for other types of developments, such as mixeddensity residential.
2. The maximum permitted density should be revised to relate to the Comprehensive Plan. This creates a stronger
link between the Plan and the Ordinance.

PUD should function as an effective mechanism for leveraging high quality
development.
A key aspect of a PUD is that public benefits and amenities that enhance the City are required. PUD is a negotiation
between the developer/applicant and the City, therefore the City should receive public benefits and amenities in
exchange for the flexibility offered. In this vein, it is key to list examples of amenities which would qualify for such
exceptions. Examples of some of the public amenities and benefits that can be considered in determining whether
an exception should be granted include:
•

Use of sustainable design and architecture, such as green roofs and other energy efficient design concepts, new
building technologies, and approval of buildings as Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) or
LEED-equivalent structures.
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•

Community amenities including plazas, formal gardens, places to congregate, outdoor seating, public art, and
pedestrian and transit facilities.

•

Preservation of natural areas and site design that preserves environmental features.

•

Additional open space and recreational amenities such as recreational open space and playgrounds, dog parks,
and natural water features and conservation areas.

•

Additional public infrastructure improvements in addition to the minimum required, such as new or repaved
streets, provision of bicycle paths, installation of gutters and sewers, and traffic control devices to improve
traffic flow.

•

Senior housing set-asides.

•

Affordable housing set-asides.

•

Provision of car and/or bike share facilities.

This is not a definitive list but rather a potential list of public amenities and benefits. In some cases, the actual
development may be a public benefit. For example, in areas where there is a demand for senior housing, a senior
housing PUD can be considered a public benefit.

A series of administrative, minor, and major changes for approved PUD should be
included to allow for more flexibility.
Over the course of time, different levels of changes may be needed to an approved PUD for a variety of reasons. A
more flexible change process may be warranted. One alternative is to create three levels of approval – administrative
by the Zoning Officer, minor by the Planning Board, and major by the City Council. One proposal for these three
levels of change is provided below:
Adm i n i s tra tiv e Cha nge s – Zon ing Of f ic er
•

Alterations required by engineering or other physical site circumstances not foreseen at the time that the final
development plan was approved verified by engineering

•

Changes to building design, architectural features, and interior planning

•

Changes to accessory structures allowed by Ordinance, whether attached or detached

•

Changes to the landscape plan that do not result in a reduction in the net amount of plant material or violate
the landscape requirements of this Ordinance

M i n o r Cha nge s – P l a n n ing Boa rd
•

Any minor extension, alteration or modification of existing structures that does not violate any PUD approval
conditions or applicable district regulations

•

Changes to the landscape plan that results in a reduction in the net amount of plant material or in the visual
impact of the approved landscape plan
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•

Where major changes are defined by a threshold
(feet, percentage increase/decrease, etc.), any
changes below that threshold are considered a
minor change

Ma jo r Cha ng es – City Co u nc il
•

A change in the number of dwelling units, the
gross floor area of the development, or the
gross floor area devoted to any particular use

•

An increase in building height

•

An increase in building coverage by more than
5%

•

A change in the orientation of any building by
more than 10%

•

A decrease in open space

•

A change in excess of five feet in the location of
walkways, vehicle circulation ways and parking
areas, or exterior building or structure walls

•

A change or relocation of streets

•

An alteration, whether an increase or decrease,
in the amount of any land use in any stage of
the development by more than 10%

•

A reduction in the number of parking spaces or
an increase of more than ten spaces

Align subdivision regulations with
other standards.
The creation of the UDO allows for an update of
both the zoning and subdivision regulation so that
both sets of regulations work together to facilitate
the continuation of desirable development patterns
established within the City. For example, once
zoning district lot sizes are established with the
intent of preserving the existing or desired lotting
patterns, subdivision requirements for lots should
be that of the district.
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An administrative subdivision process should be added to the subdivision
regulations.
For simple subdivision actions, the process should be done at an administrative level with significantly lesser
submittal requirements. Typically, subdivisions eligible for an administrative approval would fall into one of the
following two categories: 1) the division of a single lot into no more than three lots, which front on an existing
right-of-way, are served by existing utilities, do not involve the dedication of land for public rights-of-way, parks,
or other public purposes, and meet all zoning requirements; and 2) the consolidation of, or change in boundary
between, two adjoining lots.

Revise the conservation subdivision process to be more streamlined and effective
in application.
The conservation and cluster subdivision processes are intended to preserve natural features on-site and allow
for low-impact development. In order to better achieve these goals, the following general revisions are proposed:
•

Both conservation and cluster design result in similar site plan designs. Therefore it is proposed to consolidate
these into one type of development (conservation design). Conservation design would be required in the RR
and SR-1 Districts, as they are now.

•

The standards and requirements would be reviewed against the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan
for conservation development, and aligned with those goals. This would help to clarify the overall intent of
conservation design.

•

The current process is considered complex and confusing. The process can be streamlined to mirror that of
subdivision and a tiered approach included based upon the size of the development can be implemented. One
of the key clarifications is to define how the natural features inventory is conducted.
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Public Realm
Subdivision and, in some cases, site plan review have impacts on the public realm and the standards should reflect
City goals for mobility and connectivity.

Public realm requirements should incorporate the following principals:
•

Right-of-Way Standards. The recommended approach to right-of-way reconstruction or development is to
implement the Complete Streets approach. “Complete Streets” are defined as right-of-way facilities that are
designed and operated to enable safe access for all users; persons with disabilities, pedestrians, bicyclists,
motorists, and transit riders are able to safely move along and across a complete street. When right-ofway is reconstructed or newly constructed, it should be designed in a way that accommodates multi-modal
transportation, as appropriate, and reflects how people move about the neighborhoods and the City. As the
City includes both urban and suburban areas, as well as rural residential, the right-of-way standards should
acknowledge these varied conditions, including a series of right-of-way widths and design requirements, and
implementing multi-modal principals where appropriate to the character of the area. Bike lanes in particular
should not be required for every roadway, but rather work to establish a connected travel path through the City.

•

Sidewalks and Block Design. The pedestrian way is measured from the curb to the property line of
the abutting property. This is the portion of the right-of-way that includes the parkway and sidewalk.
In order to facilitate better design of these areas, the subdivision regulations should clearly describe each
component of the pedestrian way. These are the pedestrian zone, where a sidewalk is constructed
for pedestrian travel, and the curb buffer, which is the portion used for street trees, landscape, street
lights, etc., as well as used by people accessing cars parked at the curb. This can also include the
extension zone - the optional element of the sidewalk area where pedestrian zone may be extended into
a parking lane, such as a bulb-out, which is most appropriate for pedestrian-oriented commercial areas.
However, as stated above, Saratoga Springs is not uniform. There are areas, such as the Rural Residential
District, where sidewalks would not be appropriate. Therefore the standards should include an exemption
for such areas. In addition, as the City has areas that have been fully built-out but lack sidewalks, a feein-lieu of sidewalk construction may be needed so as not to create areas where the construction of a
sidewalk would be onerous to property owners/developers and/or not fit the overall character of the area.
s sidewalks create a more walkable environment, block lengths play a similar role. Maximum block length
standards should ensure that “superblock” designs, which work against creating walkable areas and multimodal right-of-way designs, are avoided.

•

Connectivity Standards. New developments and public improvements should plan for connectivity both within
the development area and to adjacent areas. The UDO can implement connectivity standards in a number of
ways. Already described in this section are requirements for sidewalks and bicycle lanes where appropriate,
but the subdivision regulations should also include requirements for greenway connections between open
space and natural areas, road access to adjacent properties or subdivisions, and direct connections to abutting
rights-of-way.
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Easements and utility placement should be addressed within the UDO in order to
ensure proper installation of infrastructure.
Subdivision standards should include requirements for utility easements that must be marked on the plat. These
easements must be reserved for the performance of municipal and governmental services, including water, storm,
and sanitary sewer service and maintenance, and to those utility companies that operate within the City. Where
feasible, utilities should be installed underground. These elements play a key part in designing the public realm,
even if not necessarily visible.
The subdivision regulations should also provide guidance as to implications of these easements and what is
allowed within them. It is important to state within the regulations that the City and utility companies have the
perpetual right, privilege, and authority to construct, reconstruct, repair, inspect, maintain, and operate the variety
of utility transmission and distribution systems within the easements, including the right of access across the
property for necessary to do work.
Principal buildings, accessory structures, including fences and hardscape elements, and temporary structures
should be prohibited within the easement. The City may want to allow such easements to be used for limited types
of landscape and other purposes that do not interfere with the utility and its maintenance, but with this permission,
the right should be granted to the City or utility to cut down, trim, or remove any accessory structures, temporary
structures, trees, shrubs, or other plants, without compensation, that interfere with operation of the utilities within
the easement.
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Nonconformities
Nonconformity regulations should be updated to specifically address the variety of
nonconforming situations.
In any ordinance update, the intent is to eliminate as many nonconformities as possible. Many are eliminated
when new or revised districts are tailored to existing conditions or remapping of districts is undertaken, however,
some properties and uses will remain nonconforming. Therefore, the nonconformities article should be rewritten
for clarity and include provisions for nonconforming uses, structures, site characteristics, and lots. The updated
provisions should clearly spell out what types of changes and/or alterations are permissible. The following are the
types of nonconformities the UDO should address:
•

Nonconforming Structure. A nonconforming structure is an existing, legal structure that does not conform
to the standards of the district where it is located, created either prior to the effective date of this UDO or any
subsequent amendment, is made nonconforming.
Nonconforming structure regulations should clearly state that only the dimensional element of the structure
that is nonconforming is not permitted to be expanded. For example, if a structure is nonconforming in terms
of overall height, but seeks to build an addition that is not in violation of the district height limit, that addition
can be built so long as it conforms to all other regulations without any special approvals.

•

Nonconforming Use. A nonconforming use is the existing, legal use of a structure or land that is not allowed
within the district, created either prior to the effective date of this UDO or any subsequent amendment, is
made nonconforming.
As part of the new nonconforming use regulations, the City can consider whether salvage yards and
junkyards located within residential districts should be amortized. The amortization provisions would require
the closing of such uses within five to seven years (timeframe to be determined) and restoration of the site for
future development.

•

Nonconforming Site Characteristic. A nonconforming site characteristic is an existing, legal site characteristic,
such as landscape, fences or walls, lighting, or parking, that does not comply with the standards of this UDO,
created either prior to the effective date of this UDO or any subsequent amendment, is made nonconforming.
This would be a new category of nonconformity for the City.

•

Nonconforming Lot. A nonconforming lot is an existing lot of record that does not comply with the lot dimension
standards of the district, created either prior to the effective date of this UDO or any subsequent amendment,
is made nonconforming.

•

Nonconforming Sign. A nonconforming sign is an existing, legal sign that does not comply with the sign
standards of this UDO, created either prior to the effective date of this UDO or any subsequent amendment, is
made nonconforming. Nonconforming signs should also contain provisions specifically for permanent versus
temporary signs. Temporary signs can be more aggressively regulated; for example, all temporary signs can be
required to come into conformance within 60 days of the effective date of the UDO.
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New regulations for nonconforming site characteristics should be added.
Rather than render a structure nonconforming because of a site characteristic, flexibility can be built into the
UDO by creating a separate nonconformity category for elements such as landscape, fences or walls, lighting, or
parking. The regulations would allow normal maintenance and incidental repair to a nonconforming site element,
but prohibit repairs or reconstruction that would create any new nonconformity or increase the degree of the
previously existing nonconformity. The regulation would also spell out when nonconforming site elements must be
brought into conformance when a new principal structure is constructed on a site, an existing principal structure is
increased in floor area by a certain amount, an existing parking lot is fully reconstructed or expanded, or, in specific
circumstances, such as when 50% or more of the length of a nonconforming fence is reconstructed.
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